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Chapter 861 Fear Of The Unknown 

Just as Thalia was about to leave, she hurriedly turned back upon hearing Denise's voice, revealing, 

“Magus called and said that Lina has gone missing. I suspect it has something to do with that Lindon guy. 

Let's go check it out now.” 

That had Denise instantly all perked up. 

“Tell Anthony that I'm going ahead. We'll meet up at the hospital later!” added Thalia. 

Denise regained her composure and nodded. “All right, I got it!” 

Thalia then set off without saying anything further. 

The second she walked out, Denise's visage turned grim. She first went to Anthony's room to inform 

him, only to find that the door had been locked from within. She knocked on the door for quite a while. 

The door finally opened, revealing Anthony's annoyed mien. His pale little face scrunched up in 

displeasure. “What do you want from me early in the morning?” 

Denise looked the boy in the eye and uttered, “Thalia just received a call from Magus, saying that Lina 

has gone missing. She's already on her way to the hospital, and she asked me to inform you.” 

As the news reached Anthony's ears, it was as though he was still in a dream. All he did was bob his head 

lazily. Be that as it might, a fleeting moment later, he suddenly became clear-headed. “What did you 

say?” he asked as he gaped at Denise. 

The girl took a deep breath and said, “Lina's in trouble! Thalia has already rushed over, so let's pack up 

and join her!” 

It was then that Anthony totally came around and agreed, “Right! Let's pack our things and leave 

straight away!” 

“Yes!” Denise nodded. 

“Go wake Benjamin and Miguel up!” 

Even though girls would take more time to pack, Denise wasted no time and went to knock on their 

doors. 

Ten minutes later, they hit the road. 

Miguel was the one who took the wheel. 

In the back seat, Anthony dialed Thalia's number. However, even after several attempts, there was still 

no answer. 

Anthony knitted his brows into an uneasy knot. 

“What's wrong?” questioned Benjamin. 

“Miguel, bring me the computer,” Anthony piped up. 



the laptop from the passenger seat and passed it to 

for me,” ordered Anthony while turning 

a fraction and took out his phone to continue 

to track Thalia's location. Nevertheless, a few minutes later, 

came Denise's 

phone shows that she's 

statement. “Thalia told me before she left that we should 

look up for a split second. His fingers continued to hit the keyboard ever so rapidly. “But the problem is, 

her phone's location has remained 

for one, was taken aback. “Could it be 

draw Anthony's 

consider the worst-case scenarios. Yet, it was not that her choice mattered, anyway. “Generally, if 

there's 

seems unlikely.” As he spoke, he eyed the duo and went on, “No 

of them actually 

another look,” 

and voiced, “Say, could Magus possibly be 

dropped her point of view, both Anthony and Benjamin directed their 

was simply 

makes you 

that's how dramas would normally play 

Rebuttal eluded Anthony. 

hatred between Magus and Lindon. So, it's not very likely that they would join forces to scheme against 

Thalia. Besides, Lindon has no grudge against Thalia, so he doesn't 

judgment and 

“There must've been some 

calling her,” Benjamin blurted out and took out his phone 

he hacked into the hospital's 

he worked his fingers all over the keyboard, tapping away at the keys. However, as she continued to 

watch, her attention 



That's it! 

the watch!” she 

His gaze fell on his watch, and his 

reliant on computers, he had 

his watch a couple of times, and then the watch's location was projected onto the computer. He made a 

search, and soon, the location was 

“Got it,” pronounced Anthony. 

at that moment, Benjamin and Denise leaned 

with his eyebrows furrowed. “I don't know where this place is, but it's not far 

Chapter 862 Give It A Go 

Miguel checked his phone and answered the call right away the call when he saw it was Anthony calling. 

“Yes, Master?” 

Anthony watched Miguel's back and declared, “The spot's right where you're standing.” 

Upon hearing that, Miguel glanced around and remarked, “But there's nothing here.” All around him 

were wildly grown weeds that were as tall as a person. Not a single soul was in sight. 

Anthony said nothing else after receiving that feedback. He hung up the phone and got out of the car at 

once. 

Witnessing the situation, Benjamin and Denise quickly followed suit. 

Miguel laid his eyes on the approaching Anthony and shrugged. “There's nothing here!” 

A small frown creased Anthony's forehead as he staked out the place as well. 

It was at that time that Benjamin put forward an inquiry. “This watch is custom-made, so its location's 

very accurate. We had even managed to track Denise down in a remote valley back then, let alone a 

place like this...” 

As a precaution, Anthony double-checked the location. “Benjamin's right. Thalia should be right here.” 

“But... there's nothing around here...” Miguel swept a glance around the vicinity, and his gaze landed on 

the walls in front of him. “Don't tell me she's inside there?” 

The group of people stared at the walls, their miens serious. “If she's not here, she must be inside. In any 

case, she has to be somewhere nearby.” 

Miguel had absolute faith in Anthony. A word from the latter was more than sufficient to drive him to 

search the surroundings. “Is there any pathway we can get through with just this wall blocking us?” he 

asked during the interim. 

The rest of them also started to search nearby for a way in. 



Trailing along the wall, Denise surveyed the area. Just as she was about to say something, she suddenly 

noticed some marks on the ground. 

Furrowing her brows, she squatted down. 

From a distance, Benjamin's gaze was fixed on Denise. Seeing her squatting on the ground like that, he 

immediately asked, “Denise, what's wrong?” As he spoke, he quickly paced toward the girl. 

Benjamin's voice made Anthony wheel around and eye Denise. Even when his gaze was pinned on the 

girl, he did not stop walking in her direction. 

Soon enough, the others went to her and saw that she seemed to be fine. Only then did Benjamin 

breathe a sigh of relief. “Denise, what are you doing?” 

“Ben, what do you think this is?” asked Denise. 

those traces, he glanced around at 

still quite clear, so they must've been left rather recently.” As 

only the sea ahead of us. It's a dead end!” exclaimed 

Benjamin remained silent and simply continued 

rest of them 

lead them to the sea, but much to their surprise, it turned out to be a downhill slope. After descending 

the slope, they were greeted by a huge 

Benjamin 

exclaiming, “Who designed this 

is whether they're inside or not,” refuted Anthony as he proceeded 

and anxiously 

entered the gate. He wanted to call out to them but was afraid of alerting the people 

of them could not 

had to hurry up and dashed a little ahead of them, his eyes 

set foot inside, they stumbled upon a complete 

gazed around and then turned back to Anthony. “Master, are you 

of which, Anthony lifted his wrist to check the location. Just as he was about to get something off his 

mind, he noticed that the location was moving toward 

before tallying the direction with that place. “Right 

he led the way inside, and the 

of the kids, fearing that he might not be able to protect all of them properly. To say 



lifted his wrist to verify the location from time to time. Then, he stared intently ahead. 

group quickened their pace 

a few steps 

Anthony when 

froze momentarily when she saw all of 

seconds, the triplets were already 

you okay?” Anthony was the first to shower Thalia 

“I—” 

pounced onto her and grabbed her to gingerly examine her for injuries. “Let me see if you're 

voiced, “What could possibly happen to me? Don't 

couldn't we reach you on the 

“My phone?” 

into Thalia's head. She rummaged through her pockets and looked high and low all 

a sound could be heard 

all around but to no avail. “Could I have lost it somewhere? Help me keep an eye on 

Anthony called out to her, “You didn't take 

Chapter 863 The Fear Of The Unknown 

Magus looked up at him, his deep eyes tinged with a hint of red. 

A moment later, he gritted his teeth and asked, “Is that true?” 

Anthony nodded. “Of course.” 

“All right!” Magus agreed without hesitation, his voice firm and resolute. “As long as you can save Lina, 

I'll do whatever you want.” 

Anthony raised his eyebrows slightly, looking at him playfully as he asked, “Even joining us?” 

Magus looked at Anthony as if he had already expected this question, his eyes deep and mysterious. 

After a moment, he spoke slowly, “As long as you can save Lina, I'll agree to it.” 

It was evident he was not willing. 

Anthony narrowed his eyes. “Don't worry. I never force others to do things they don't want to. My team 

needs talented people, but it's not like we can't do without you.” 

Magus squinted, unable to figure out what Anthony was really thinking at that moment. 



Anthony said nothing more but told Magus, “If you want to save Lina, you must follow my arrangements 

completely. You'll do whatever I ask you to do.” 

Magus stared at him. As much as he was reluctant, he needed help now. He needed someone to rescue 

Lina, and he had no choice. 

He nodded and asked, “Fine. What would you like me to do?” 

Anthony looked at him and said, “I need to know what exactly does he want from you? I must know 

everything before I can start planning.” 

Magus hesitated for a moment before speaking, “Next week, there will be an exhibition here featuring 

the world-famous painting 'Nobility.' It will be exclusively displayed for three hours. He has his eyes set 

on it and wants me to collaborate with him to steal it.” 

As Anthony expected, he knew that person would never appear without reason. 

So, he's trying to steal... 

Anthony chuckled mockingly. 

Magus looked at him. “What are you laughing at?” 

replaced by anything else regardless 

because he used to be a practitioner in this field. This 

had to 

eyes, not 

at him and asked, “Did 

for a 

is it?” 

someone and asked me to create something 

a disguise?” 

Magus nodded. 

and asked, “Anything else? Didn't he ask you to 

course, or he wouldn't have a scapegoat in me again,” Magus said 

seems you've expected that 

me is irreconcilable. He knows very well I won't let him go as long as I'm alive. Of course, he won't let me 

go either. Maximizing my interests is his goal this time. Once the deal is done, I'll get arrested in his 

place, and he'll...” Magus did not finish his sentence, 

knowing that Magus understood everything was 



at him. “I 

voice pulled Magus back to his senses, and the latter asked, “What 

hate him, 

was no doubt about 

you before? You hate him so much, wishing to get rid of him as soon as possible, but you didn't do 

at him, his eyes 

Anthony contained a sense of awe 

it seem like Anthony 

blankly, Magus did not know what 

moment, Anthony approached him and 

composure, Magus deliberately averted his gaze and said, “I don't know what you're talking 

Don't avoid it. This matter 

to know, and I don't want to do it in front of 

by hatred, Magus. Clearly, you're not a rational person, either. You despise him, and you'd definitely 

lose control when you first saw 

“There's none!” 

Chapter 864 Some Things Can Never Be Replaced 

Seemingly noticing his hesitation, Thalia leaned in and said, “You can tell me, too.” 

After hesitating for a long time, Magus finally whispered into her ear. 

Upon hearing this, Thalia's face instantly darkened. 

“What the hell!” Thalia could not help but burst into anger. 

Anthony looked at her and asked, “What's wrong?” 

“That person, no, that's not even a person. He's worse than a beast!” Thalia angrily cursed. If that 

person were in front of her, she would probably kill him without hesitation. 

Anthony looked at her, then at Magus. As if he had guessed something, he asked, “Is it related to Lina?” 

Thalia tried hard to control her emotions. She looked at Anthony hesitantly before nodding. 

He did not press further. Instead, looked at Magus and asked, “May I ask if you want them to have a 

taste of their own medicine, or do you still hold true to what you said the other day and that you won't 

take matters into your own hands for the sake of satisfaction?” 

“Their own medicine?” Magus looked at him, not quite understanding the meaning. 



“Exactly. Do you want them to experience what it's like to be caught and be treated like you went 

through back then?” Anthony asked. 

Magus finally understood the meaning and looked at him. “What he fears most is being trapped. He 

used to say he longs for freedom the most, so he never wants to go to that place in his entire life.” 

“Sometimes, the best way to torment someone is to make their life worse than death,” Anthony said as 

he stared intently at Magus. 

“No!” Magus stared at Anthony. “It's not what's going to happen to him, but me. Someone like him 

doesn't deserve to live in this world. Every day he continues to live is the greatest insult to those he has 

hurt.” 

Upon hearing this, Anthony roughly understood his meaning. “Okay, I got it.” 

“When can we take action?” Magus asked directly, as he was genuinely worried about Lina. He knew the 

longer Lina stayed captive, the more danger she was in. 

to you,” 

looked at him, 

Anthony looked at him and said. “Just do what he asks. Whatever he proposes, follow it. If you can 

complete it in the shortest 

you plan to lure him out with something that 

Anthony nodded. “That's right.” 

Anthony nodded. “That's right.” 

out, how will you find Lina? If he comes to meet 

I'm absolutely confident in finding Lina, but 

confident expression, Magus said, “Okay, I understand what you 

leave but almost stumbled and 

and said, “Be 

forced himself to stand up and left. “Wait for my 

slightly at 

the outside, but he 

at 

at him. 

hesitated for a moment. “Do you want to 

furrowed his brow. “Look at 



then looked at Anthony. “It obviously means 

a bit surprised. “Can 

can't,” Magus said. “If you 

forward, Anthony raised his eyes to look at Thalia, seemingly still in 

lagging behind at a time 

thought he'd 

well. It seems you're not as smart as you 

has nothing to do with 

“What do you mean? 

they arrived at an old, 

took out a key from a gap, and said while opening the door, “This place is a bit 

not,” Anthony 

Chapter 865 Intentions Shape The Morality Of Skills 

And so, several people sat in Magus' studio, their eyes fixated without blinking. 

They appeared surprised and intrigued, their expressions filled with novelty. 

However, as time passed by, second after second, they found themselves growing bored to the extreme 

and began yawning. 

Denise, in particular, found a spot to sit and started daydreaming, gradually dozing off until he 

eventually slumped onto the table, fast asleep. 

No one knew how much time had passed when got up to fetch something. As he raised his gaze, he 

noticed that his studio's corner was now filled with people, scattered here and there, and sleeping in all 

sorts of strange and peculiar positions. Only Anthony stood in front of his desk, attentively observing. 

With a small palm-sized face and a pair of dark eyes, he stared motionlessly at Magus' workbench. 

This was, in fact, a rather tedious and boring task. In the past, Magus himself had stood in front of the 

workbench, just like Anthony, observing for an entire night before gaining recognition and acquiring this 

skill. 

Surprised, Magus swept his bewildered gaze across Anthony, hesitated for a moment, and then spoke, 

“Do you like this?” 

Anthony replied, “Not exactly, I'm just curious, that's all!” 

“Do you want to learn?” Magus asked. 

Anthony lifted his gaze and looked at him. “Are you willing to teach me?” 



“I can offer it as a reward for saving Lina,” Magus replied. 

Anthony smiled faintly, showing no signs of urgency or eagerness. He simply glanced at him and said, 

“Are these the skills you use to make a living? You teach it to others so easily?” 

Magus stood up, grabbed a tool, and then sat back down. He continued carving on a hyper-realistic 

mask. After a while, he spoke softly, “It's not easy. You are indeed quite different from the others who 

have come here seeking my services!” 

It could be heard that he was praising him. 

Anthony looked at him and asked, “Oh, really? How am I different?” 

of them comes to me, they bring money or contracts and promise to pay a certain amount. And when 

they fail to 

first time I 

then said, “In 

our interaction over these past few days that you know deep down I'm not 

Magus was momentarily stunned. 

Magus was momentarily stunned. 

Anthony 

glanced at Anthony, and then shifted his attention 

his silence, Anthony didn't continue 

be honest, Anthony was already content with being able to 

stood by and watched. He wasn't trying to learn anything specific. He just wanted to know how different 

this person was 

suddenly asked, 

at him and responded 

“Computers?” 

tracking stuff!” Anthony simplified his response, not portraying his industry as 

just 

believed in being straightforward and not 

“I suppose it's not exactly 

didn't know 

like me!” Magus 



they the same?” 

is considered a skill used solely for nefarious purposes. So out of the ten people who come to me, all ten 

of them want to use it for malicious activities!” Magus spoke with a hint of 

Anthony asked, “Did you join Lindon 

hands paused for a moment, a brief pause of just a few seconds, and Anthony could 

moment, he composed himself and resumed 

a person of great self-control. He could be provoked into anger, 

skill itself is neither good nor bad. It depends on the intentions of the person using it. If it is used for 

legitimate purposes, then it is good. If not, then it is bad. So, the only ones who can be truly bad are 

people themselves. It has 

Magus was momentarily stunned. 

and looked at Anthony, his eyes revealing a complex mix of 

'disguise' all those years ago. Over the years, so many people had a biased view of this industry. He 

couldn't even find a decent job afterward, and others doubted his intentions whenever he sought 

employment, suspecting him of wanting to engage in theft 

Chapter 866 All Strength Is Merely A Deceptive Facade 

Magus remained silent for a long time. He should have understood the reasoning that Anthony 

presented, shouldn't he? 

However, over the years, he had been dwelling in complaints and regrets. It seemed that he had long 

forgotten his original intentions, forgotten that in the survival of the fittest world, one could only protect 

the ones they cared about by standing tall and far. Otherwise, the outcome would be like his own, used 

and discarded like a rag by others. He couldn't even protect his own family... 

Even a child could understand that principle, yet he had been confused for so many years! 

Magus continued with his work, his eyes filled with anger and regret toward himself. 

If he could, he would give himself two slaps on the face right then. 

After saying all that, Anthony, who was standing nearby, felt a sense of relief in his heart. 

Facing topics that even Benjamin and Denise couldn't bring up, he had managed to say it so openly to 

Magus. 

The heavy burden that had been weighing on his heart suddenly became much lighter in that moment. 

Looking at him, Anthony spoke up, “Let's forget about these matters and this conversation after today. 

Don't tell my younger siblings, they don't need to know!” 

Magus raised his gaze, scanning Benjamin and Denise who were not far away. Then he whispered, “Why 

not tell them?” 



“This situation can't be changed anymore. The more people who know about it, the more pain there will 

be. If someone is already bearing the burden, Why make everyone else suffer as well?” Anthony asked. 

Magus glanced at him but remained silent, keeping all his thoughts buried deep within his heart. 

That night, it was extremely rare for him to have such a lengthy conversation with someone. It had been 

many years since he had experienced that, let alone set foot in that kind of situation. 

“Don't worry, I have no interest in other people's private matters, let alone gossip about them,” Magus 

said. 

Upon hearing that, Anthony nodded and said, “I can tell!” 

Magus. “By the way, Thalia found you a job at one of her friend's places. Once this matter is over, you 

can go check it out. It shouldn't lead 

but he quickly regained his 

fulfill your own aspirations. You have your own thoughts, and I'm not one to force others. As I said 

to busily work on the task 

as capable as you. And I can promise you that I will never exploit you for any wrongdoing. Just look at 

how 

remained unmoved upon hearing that. Anthony wasn't surprised 

that having a conversation like that with Magus would change his 

laid out there, and whether it would work 

with his work as if 

before taking out 

next to Magus who was busy with his craftsmanship while he too 

give me your phone,” Anthony 

Anthony. Surprisingly, that time he didn't ask any further questions. Instead, he took 

you mind if I take a look?” 

“No problem!” Magus replied. 

away and said, “I'm just looking for his number!” As he spoke, he searched through the phone. Once he 

found it, 

glanced at him and then lowered his eyes, continuing to 

only occasional sounds coming 

unknown period of time, there was a loud noise. It seemed that Miguel accidentally touched something, 

causing an object to fall directly to the ground. Startled, he sat up 



toward Miguel 

intentional...” 

and went back to 

continue sleeping. However, when he saw Anthony busy with something nearby, he lifted 

it's already so late!” 

“Yeah,” Anthony replied briefly. 

let out a rumbling sound, “Master, aren't you 

Chapter 867 My Kindness Is Not For Granted 

Soon, Miguel returned with food. 

After placing it on the table, Miguel was about to wake Benjamin and Denise when Anthony said, “Don't 

wake them up. Let them sleep. They can eat when they wake up.” 

Sleeping was more important to them than eating. 

“All right then,” Miguel responded, nodding his head upon hearing that. 

So, Miguel opened the food he had bought, took out a portion, placed it directly in front of Anthony, and 

said, “It's not anything fancy since I couldn't find anything good to eat here. I simply grabbed whatever 

was available. Master, please bear with it and enjoy.” 

“It doesn't matter what I eat. I'm not picky.” Anthony, on the other hand, did not seem to mind. As he 

said that, he took the portion of food and looked at Magus. The former then extended it before him and 

said, “Magus, this is for you.” 

Magus was momentarily stunned, instinctively glancing at the food. 

Nevertheless, Anthony did not react. He proceeded to take another portion, opened it, and began 

eating. 

Miguel, too, picked up a portion and began devouring it, displaying a ravenous appetite. 

However, after a while, Magus averted his gaze and continued his work, not touching the food. 

Anthony noticed it and looked at him while eating, saying, “You need to eat your fill to have the energy 

to work. Magus, have something to eat first. No matter how rushed, there's still time for a meal.” 

“I'm not used to eating while working,” Magus coldly replied. 

Anthony's eyebrows raised slightly upon hearing his words. “Are we bothering you then?” 

Magus paused momentarily before answering, “No.” 

“All right then.” Anthony nodded and continued eating. 

As he was still growing, it was vital for him to eat more. By doing so, it would help him grow faster. 



Anthony ate while his gaze was fixed on the computer screen. 

watching him intently. “Master, what are you... Wait, shouldn't we have found him 

satellite phone number. So if we want to find him, we can only wait for his call or for him to turn on his 

phone. But obviously, the number he uses to make calls is from his spare phone, and he only switches 

hearing Anthony's words. A second later, he commented, “This person is acting like a spy. Does he really 

ordinary thief. He's caused harm to more people than we know, and he's more afraid than anyone. 

That's why he's 

listened and nodded in response. 

definitely show up!” Anthony answered, 

off as he suddenly froze, instinctively raising his eyes 

Magus' hands froze momentarily too. In the next 

mean anything else,” 

emanating a 

is no fool. He won't easily harm Lina until Magus has resolved his matters. After all, he still needs Magus 

by his side 

sense!” Miguel exclaimed as he nodded 

indirectly comforted Magus, who then withdrew his gaze. After that, the latter picked up 

Miguel exchanged glances but refrained 

feeling extremely bored. The 

out to take the call,” 

head and kept staring at the computer 

that, Miguel walked out with 

so, time ticked away, minute by 

was not even aware when he drifted 

his slumber, a deafening 

where Magus was, 

Thalia blocking Magus' way. The two of them seemed to be in 

he saw that and asked, 



you really take this to find what you're looking for, it will serve no purpose whatsoever. Moreover, I can 

assure you with unwavering certainty that your ultimate fate will bear no difference from years ago, or 

perhaps, it will be 

be his scapegoat. I can't just keep waiting like this. What if he does something even more 

the blame for him, Lina will be safe? If you're not around, he'll become even more reckless. Let me tell 

you, Magus, if it happens again, you may be able 

promise me that you would take Lina away?” 

Chapter 868 Even Anthony Was Amazed 

Seeing Magus' reaction, Anthony was quite certain that Magus knew nothing about this matter. 

“What's wrong? Are you surprised?” Anthony asked. 

Miguel wanted to say something. His lips moved slightly, yet he couldn't bring himself to ask anything. 

Anthony looked at Magus and said, “This guy is a habitual offender, and I believe it's not just you and 

Diego who have been affected. There must be others. Lindon is a person with no bottom line. No matter 

what he tells you, it doesn't count, because he's a thorough scoundrel!” 

Magus clenched his fists tightly on both sides, his eyes turning a deep shade of crimson red. 

Indeed, I despise Lindon and wish I can kill him. However, after the incident occurred, I've always 

thought that he just couldn't help himself, which was why he did such a thing to Lina... 

Who would have thought that this was all done on purpose by him? 

The loyalty Magus once had for Lindon instantly became a joke at this moment. 

As Thalia watched Magus gradually become angrier, she simply ignored him and lowered her gaze to 

look at Anthony. “Are you telling the truth?” 

Anthony locked eyes with Thalia and said, “Do you think I would joke about something like this? If you 

all don't believe me, just go and ask around, and you'll find out!” 

The phrase “you all” included Magus as well. 

It wasn't important whether or not Thalia believed it; what mattered most was that Magus believed it. 

Thalia's delicate eyebrows furrowed tightly. “When I went with you to visit Diego, he didn't mention any 

of this!” 

“He didn't say it outright, but I could tell he was holding something back. So, after I left, I did some 

research!” 

Thalia responded, “You found out and didn't tell me?” 

“I thought you weren't interested in this!” Anthony exclaimed. 

Thalia retorted, “What am I not interested in?” 



Anthony was speechless. “Then, I just haven't got the chance to tell you yet.” 

Thalia said nothing. 

you truly think that we're meddling in your affairs, we can leave right now. Thalia 

upon Anthony. His eyes were deep and filled with a certain 

with his usual approach. “Also, you don't need to pretend to ask for our help while actually having your 

own plans. If that's the case, there's no point in us staying. If you think you can save Lina, then go ahead. 

We won't stop you!” As Anthony 

understanding between Anthony and Thalia. Thalia immediately retracted 

and didn't go out 

clear, and Magus was not someone 

aware that if he acted alone, the best outcome would 

with Lina's mental strength, she might not be 

on Anthony. “So when can we 

the only thing Magus cared about 

decision, and Anthony 

lifted his gaze and looked at Magus with a faint expression. “As I said, the time 

immediately took something out of a bag. It was a hyper-realistic mask, which didn't seem remarkable at 

taken 

done this in a long time, so I'm a bit rusty!” 

Thalia took it from Magus' hand and asked, 

refuse, which meant it was a silent 

mask and immediately put 

face of an ordinary-looking 

amazed upon 

ordinary mask. However, once 

up and tilted her 

looking at her and said, 

if it's hideous, 

seen the man's photo before, it could be said that 



couldn't help but murmur, “I finally understand why there are so many innocent people who are 

spoke, he turned his head to look at Magus. “So, Lindon has been using this mask to remain 

Undeniably, Magus nodded slightly. 

using this to escape, one can continue living with their own face...” Hearing that, 

Chapter 869 He Cannot Speak The Truth 

Even though Magus was extremely reluctant, at this moment, he had no choice but to believe Anthony. 

Anthony is right about one thing—any choice I make might potentially lead me down the same path as 

before. I can accept that, but Lena can't... So, the only option I have now is to choose to trust them. 

After a while, Magus finally looked at Anthony and nodded. “All right, let's do it as you said.” 

Seeing Magus agree, Anthony was somewhat surprised. However, he was good at hiding his emotions. 

Without any change in expression, he tilted his head to signal Magus. “In that case, let's not waste time 

and energy. Eat something first, and then we can take action right away!” 

“I'm not hungry!” Magus refused. 

Anthony glanced at him. “Whether you're hungry or not, you have to eat. Otherwise, you'll be at a 

disadvantage in terms of strength. I shouldn't have to tell you this, right?” 

Anthony always had a bunch of reasons up his sleeves, but it also made a lot of sense. 

Magus turned his head to look at the items on the table. He picked them up and said, “I'll eat these on 

the way. I'll go leave a signal for him first. The sooner I get in touch with him, the less danger Lina will be 

in!” 

Before the others could say anything else, Magus turned around and left. 

“How about your workshop?” Thalia asked. 

Yet, Magus walked away without even looking back. 

At that moment, Benjamin stretched lazily and walked over, saying, “For him, it's his craftsmanship 

that's impressive, not this workshop!” 

Anthony turned his head and looked at Benjamin. “You know everything!” 

“Of course, we are both talented people!” answered Benjamin. 

Upon hearing that, Anthony rolled his eyes at Benjamin directly. 

At that moment, Miguel walked over and asked, “Master, what should we do now?” 

“Let's go back first and make a good plan!” Anthony said. 

The few people nodded, ready to head back. 

In the car, Miguel directly handed out breakfast to everyone, then drove back. 



On the road, Anthony didn't forget to keep his computer on, seemingly busy with something. 

to Anthony—asked, “Tony, how confident are you about 

head. “What are you 

about 

however...” As Anthony spoke, he raised his eyes to look at Thalia, who was sitting in front of 

in the passenger seat, understanding what Anthony meant without even looking back. “Don't worry! I 

haven't met my match 

“You haven't met your match? What about my 

Thalia suddenly thought of their previous fight at the hospital. She hesitated for a moment, then turned 

to look at Anthony and 

said the 

displeased and looked back at Anthony. “I remember you used to 

telling the 

and rolled her 

smiled and said 

to drive down the 

after returning, the group gathered 

was quite straightforward, getting straight to the point and asking, “Tell 

I'll 

“Is that all?” 

Anthony nodded. “That's all!” 

looked at Anthony and suddenly asked after a moment, “These things, they couldn't possibly 

“What things?” 

Thalia's reply was 

could that be possible?” 

the hospital entrance?” Thalia asked. Although she spent every day with Anthony, sometimes she really 

couldn't figure out what 

like Kenneth's, 

I wasn't 

Thalia asked 



lips. “Of course, I believe in myself! 

a sarcastic smile. “So, you're not going to tell 

you just 

two short days, Magus went from rejecting and disliking you when he first met you, to gradually starting 

to listen to you now. How 

morning, Thalia was quite surprised when she saw Magus 

the fact that he could take it away was 

when Anthony heard this, he didn't have much of a reaction. He simply said calmly, “I let him eat 

because it's good for him. He's not stupid. This just proves that I'm 

about when he gave you something to 

Chapter 870 Emotional Manipulation 

Seeing that Anthony didn't speak, the group of people had no intention of letting him off the hook just 

like that. 

“Why aren't you talking?” Thalia asked. 

Denise crossed her arms. Although she didn't know what was going on at the moment, she couldn't 

shake the feeling that they were the ones who did everything, yet Anthony had taken credit for it. 

Leaning back lazily, Denise adopted a questioning stance and said, “Yeah, Tony, why don't you tell us?” 

Benjamin was definitely siding with the majority, and he said directly, “You've upset two girls. If you 

don't explain yourself, I'm afraid you won't get through this!” 

At this table, besides Miguel, three people were looking at Anthony with the same expression in their 

eyes. 

Anthony was definitely the type who refused to give up until he was facing irreversible defeat. Looking 

at the others, he stubbornly refuses to admit anything. “You should ask Magus about this. How would I 

know?” 

“You can just explain it!” Thalia insisted on making Anthony confess. 

Anthony replied, “Or maybe Magus has a keen eye and thinks I'm the smartest? So he treats me a little 

differently?” 

The other three people were speechless. 

Miguel, who was standing nearby, couldn't help but speak up. “Master, aren't you just invoking 

resentment from the others by saying this?” 

Anthony turned to look at Miguel. “This is the best answer I could think of!” 

Thalia sneered, “Anthony, it seems like you're itching to be taught a lesson!” 



Anthony responded, “Thalia, a gentleman settles a dispute through communication instead of a fight!” 

“What a coincidence! I'm not a gentleman; I'm a lady!” At that, Thalia stood up and walked toward 

Anthony. 

Anthony was most afraid of this. Seeing her making a move, he immediately spoke up, “All right! Fine! 

I'll tell you! Okay?” 

said, “You're always like this! You never 

that, Thalia sat back down in her seat, her gaze fixed on Anthony. She opened 

thought for a moment. “Let me organize 

right, you 

to retort, but seeing Thalia looking like she could get up at any moment, he simply gave 

deal. We offered to help him, and in return, he gave me some food and chatted with me for a bit. 

Personally, I don't think it's 

the work, but he never treated us like this?” 

me and Ben who accompanied Lina and made her happy, and it was Thalia 

nodded 

to let the girls handle it. Their somewhat aggressive demeanor was just 

in the same situation, how would you know if Magus wouldn't do the same?” Anthony 

Anthony was 

she had 

wasn't inferior in any conversation or argument, and she never seemed to be at a disadvantage. 

However, when it came to facing Anthony, she found it hard to argue her 

moment, Thalia and Denise exchanged 

at Denise and asked, “What do 

lacks sincerity!” Denise shook 

we take action?” Thalia raised 

it. After all, he's my own brother, 

me!” Thalia said, flexing her wrists and preparing to 

up. “Is it possible that Magus has a preconception because of his first impression of me 

Anthony finished speaking, both Thalia and Denise looked 

he might think that way!” 



you're thinking, which is why you're beating around the bush like this. We will do 

considers you the 'boss'. So, no matter what we do, he thinks 

either!” Anthony still refused to 

type of person as Anthony, Benjamin instantly understood what was going on at this 

“Tony, are 


